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Remarks of the Assessment Panel

The Group is commended for teaching excellence:

• that is based on the belief that the learning capabilities of students can be 'stretched' with high

motivation and learning ownership;

• as demonstrated in the design of a rich language stimulation environment;

• that generates a collaborative spirit and culture in the process of conceiving, designing and

launching of curricular initiatives;

• in the active and effective involvement and empowerment of parents in language learning activities

such as extensive reading schemes.

The Assessment Panel witnessed how a specific curricular idea in language learning was successfully

planted and blossomed.  Much of the success was due to the effort of the Group, the conviction of the

teachers in the idea and the collaboration of parents.  The principal was the main source of inspiration and

leadership but without the ardent collaboration and dedication of the curriculum development team (the

nominee) the success would not have been so impressive.  The excellence is reflective of the unified effort of

the school.

It was obvious that the several school-based curriculum initiatives produced very positive and widespread

outcome on the student's language behaviours. Students in both "observed" lessons and around the campus

were confident in language and communication.




